
 
  Maryam Bakoshi:Dear all, welcome to the 2017 NCSG Elections - Meet the Candidate call on 

21 August 2017 

  Ayden Férdeline:Greetings everyone 

  Maryam Bakoshi:Hello all, I am currently setting uo the call - Once it is activated you would 

have the option if turning on your mics. Please bear with me while I get this running 

  Maryam Bakoshi:Hello all, I am currently setting up the call - Once it is activated you would 

have the option of turning on your mics. Please bear with me while I get this running 

  Maryam Bakoshi:Thank you all, you may now connect your audio 

  Ayden Férdeline:Thanks Maryam 

  Mamadou:Good afternoon from Dakar 

  Maryam Bakoshi:Hello Mamadou 

  Mamadou:Hello Marym!! 

  Robin Gross:Is this a call for candidates for both chair and council, or only council? 

  Tatiana Tropina:Hi all!  

  Tatiana Tropina:Robin, only council as far as am aware  

  Maryam Bakoshi:Only Council 

  Robin Gross:Thanks 

  Tatiana Tropina:I am still waiting for my dial out -- so please do give it another minute :) thank 

you  

  houssem kaabi:well recived 

  Maryam Bakoshi:Tatiana the operator is dialling in you next 

  Tatiana Tropina:thank Maryam - got my dial out  

  Maryam Bakoshi:Great 

  Tatiana Tropina:ooops - my dial out ended  

  Tatiana Tropina:got disconnected  

  Tatiana Tropina:please don't start with me :( 

  Farzaneh Badii:only the candidates are present? :))) 

  Maryam Bakoshi:we will get you back in 

  Tatiana Tropina:Thanks Maryam  

  Tatiana Tropina:I don't know what happened  

  Tatiana Tropina:am back. Hopefully with no disconnections from now on 

  Stephanie Perrin:Sorry to be late. 

  Dorothy Gordon:yes we can hear well 

  houssem kaabi:good luck to all candidates !!  

  Tatiana Tropina:am disocnnected again  

  Tatiana Tropina:the system is clearly not working :( 

  Stephanie Perrin:My apologies to Arsene, I missed his opening remarks, will catch up on the 

recording. 

  Maryam Bakoshi:Gettin you back in Tatiana 

  Tatiana Tropina:am super sorry  

  Robin Gross:No worries, Tatiana.  We can come back to you when you get back on the call. 

  Tatiana Tropina:Robin, I don't actually know what is going on - may be I better to try 

connecting my microphone. Three disconnections in the last 10 minutes is a bit too much  

  Robin Gross:ok 

  Tatiana Tropina:Robin we can try me next again with computer mic :) 



  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:Question to candidates: considering NCSG has policy work on freedom 

of expressions, human rights etc. I'd like to know: 1) Are you all planning to go to Abu Dhabi? 

2) Are you scared given the country HR offenses record? 3) Will you fight for better meeting 

criteria? 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:my audio is not working sorry 

  Stephanie Perrin:Loud and clear 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:y 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:thanks moderator for posting my question 

  Robin Gross:Members: Please type your questions to the candidates here.  Thank you. 

  Maryam Bakoshi:You are welcome, Renata :) 

  Dorothy Gordon:What do you see as the commonalities and differences between the consituent 

groups of the NCSG and how do you see the issues developing over the next 12 months 

  Mamadou:Once in the Council, do you plan to act by yourself or how you plan to gather 

opinion from NCSG members to intervene in Policy building within GNSO? 

  Kawsu Sillah, Gambia:Dear all, my name is Kawsu Sillah, joining the call from Banjul, the 

Gambia. Happy to be here  

  Maryam Bakoshi:Welcome Kawsu 

  Stephanie Perrin:Welcome! 

  houssem kaabi:Question: What is your strategy to raise awerness about digital rights outside 

NCSG? how you intend to create capacity building opportunity among memebers of NCSG? 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:Question to candidates: The 3 meetings in 2018 will be in countries 

where Spanish is a main language. LAC is returning to mtg schedule after being "frozen" for 2 

years. Can you understand the intersection between DNS policy and regional issues? Do you 

have any knowledge of LAC region internet policy priorities? 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:rephrase: can you understand / substitute/  how do you see 

  Kawsu Sillah, Gambia:Question to candidates: What is your strategy to get youth actively 

participate in activities of NCSG in particular and the work of ICANN in general? 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:i guess those who did not ask already may have priority 

  Maryam Bakoshi:Hello all, as a reminder please refrain from writing/moving over the 

whiteboard. Doing that stops me from being abe to format / write properly to the board. 

  Maryam Bakoshi:Thanks! 

  Bruna Santos:Q: what are the subjects/PDPs that you will work on or would like to see NCSG 

developing during your term ?  

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:thanks for the candidates who addresssed the question on venues for 

meeting, I found the responses very complete 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:that's a great question.  

  Mamadou:Thanks Renata!! 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:audio broke up a bit but now back 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:i can't read q 4 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:ah strategy 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:question to candidates: do you know which are NCSG facebook and 

twitter addresses? No googling please :) On a more serious note, how can NCSG and its 

constituencies improve online communications 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:(as related to pdps for councillors) 

  Akinremi Peter Taiwo:That's a good question @Renata. 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:no audio 



  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:yes 

  Tatiana Tropina:Yes we can hear you  

  Tatiana Tropina:I can start  

  Ayden Férdeline:yes i am talking 

  Tatiana Tropina:Ayden we can't hear you :( 

  Stephanie Perrin:me neither 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:y 

  Tatiana Tropina:YES Ayden :) 

  Akinremi Peter Taiwo:We should be specific as what we meant as raising awareness outside 

NCSG. 

  Tatiana Tropina:Can't hear anyone :( 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:no audio tatiana 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:now y 

  MAHAMAT Haroun:hi all , i'm MAHAMAT Haroun from Chad 

  Farzaneh Badii:hello Mahamat 

  MAHAMAT Haroun:celle 

  MAHAMAT Haroun:hello  

  Dorothy Gordon:The audio is acting up so I will leave but thanks to the candidates for the 

opportunity to interact with them. 

  Dorothy Gordon:I thought it wa s for both 

  Maryam Bakoshi:working on that 

  Maryam Bakoshi:Arsene is back now 

  Robin Gross:Great, we can go back to him for #4.  Thanks. 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:audio? 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:back 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:gone 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:back 

  Tatiana Tropina:I don't know if you heard me well? 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:yes, much thanks :) 

  Ayden Férdeline:I could hear you Tatiana 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:and thanks for the answers, again quite complete 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:listening to arsene 

  Akinremi Peter Taiwo:Me too Tatiana 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:Thanks for the answer, complete as before 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:and thanks candidates, do know you can count on NCSG LAC members 

as well as the group, v.. democratic this dialogue 

  Bruna Santos:+1!!  

  Kawsu Sillah, Gambia:Dear all, am sorry I have to leave the call now. I will listen to the 

recordings. Thanks all and good luck to candidates! 

  Ayden Férdeline:thanks for joining the call! 

  Farzaneh Badii:thanks for attending Kawsu  

  Akinremi Peter Taiwo:Good one Arsene 

  Maryam Bakoshi:Thanks Kawsu 

  Ayden Férdeline:Tatiana taught me in Brussels last year too! 

  Akinremi Peter Taiwo:Sure Tatiana. 

  Tatiana Tropina:Ayden LOL :))) true :)  



  Tatiana Tropina:I feel like an old grandma sometimes :D  

  Stephanie Perrin:not hearing  

  Maryam Bakoshi:Arsene got disconnected again and im calling him now 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:well, age is a number. i don't really believe we need an elders council at 

GNSO but really liked the answers on youth 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:grandmas council :) 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:no need to read my comment or address it :) 

  Tatiana Tropina:Renata heheheh :) 

  Tatiana Tropina:I think am still on the younger side that elderly side :D connected to both (or so 

I'd like to think) 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:good... it does sound that the council needs all hands on deck 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:this is also a v good question 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:power of synthesis 

  Maryam Bakoshi:The operator cannot cant reach Arsene's line now but will keep on trying 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:audio a bit choppy 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:tatiana slooow dowwnn 

  Stephanie Perrin:Let us not kid ourselves, council is a lot of work.  Further, councillors are 

expected to be on all policy calls, and participate broadly, such as on this call.  This is a great 

deal of work. 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:yes and candidates are doing a great job addressing questions 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:thanks i can understand better now tatiana 

  Robin Gross:Please inform me when Arsene is back on the line.  Thanks. 

  Bruna Santos:Thank you very much for your answers, Tatiana and Ayden!  

  Tatiana Tropina:Ai Ai Ai Ayden :) Now I will look like I cheated and got answers from you 

hehehe  

  Maryam Bakoshi:Arsene's line is currently not available 

  Robin Gross:Ok thanks for trying.  Let me know if we do get him back on the line. 

  Niels ten Oever:RocketChat server is pulled down :) 

  Niels ten Oever:(to my great sadness) 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:Niels! you missed q 2 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:sorry 1 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:indeed an alternative would be good 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:thanks councillors for addressing q 8 

  Tatiana Tropina:Niels thanks god it was really too much of the different channels and I couldn't 

gather anymore where I should communicate 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:once more answers very instructive 

  Maryam Bakoshi:Arsene is now back in the conference 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:yes conciseness is a problem too, agree tatiana 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:agree w/ the bureaucracy of gnso. Kafkian world. 

  Niels ten Oever:I would like to ask Arsene what he thinks about the role of ICANN vis a vis 

public safety 

  Niels ten Oever:If there is still time 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:one we all need to learn always 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:i think arsene got disconnected 



  Stephanie Perrin:Ayden is making me feel guilty.  I relied on AMr for Bylaws details, now I am 

relyin  on Rafik or Avri.  Not that they are all that difficult, just that there is so much to keep up 

with, it is tempting to rely on others.... 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:well you should rely on each other, but also fend for yourselves :) 

  Stephanie Perrin:However, it is important to remember that councillors are a team, we should 

be able to work together and divide up the work 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:yes, that's a v. good way to put it 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:and the addresses 

everyone https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__twitter.com_ncsg-

5Ficann&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=1A9IIOkJia

11FXDmJ1R4Jn7wGT4ExHiVuBF89mvNt_Q&m=YfvU5dRRKJP5zYyYMZ9dhD8y2h5zukS

MJDEzf78W1wg&s=f3Qj6qmSzep3_BuDIPwBiEkvUvZ48ay8NApqlGmKU1w&e=   

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:https://www.facebook.com/groups/64248280811/ 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:Thanks councillors 

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:A learning experience this call 

  Niels ten Oever:QUESTION: I would like to ask Arsene what he thinks about the role of 

ICANN vis a vis public safety 

  Tatiana Tropina:Niels, probably better to ask on the mailing list?  

  Tatiana Tropina:he is not on the AC chat  

  Farzaneh Badii:where were you Niels  

  Niels ten Oever:Is there time to ask a question Robin? 

  Farzaneh Badii:welcome :))) 

  Robin Gross:I will ask it, Niels. 

  Niels ten Oever:Thanks a million! 

  Niels ten Oever:So does ICANN have a role in it public safety, or not? 

  Tatiana Tropina:thanks all! 

  Niels ten Oever:o// 

  Maryam Bakoshi:Thank you all for attending the call. 

  Tatiana Tropina:cheers!  

  Renata Aquino Ribeiro:thanks  

  Ayden Férdeline:Thanks all, and thanks Tatiana and Arsene! 

  Krishna Seeburn (Kris):cheers thanks bye 

  Bruna Santos:thank you very much to all the candidates for the answers!  

  Bruna Santos:cheers 
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